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ADVERSARIAL TEAM GAMES:

Introduction

Applications

Multiagent games with mixed 
cooperative–competitive structure

TMEcor = Team-Maxmin with correlation
Finding  a TMECor is a NP-hard problem
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i.e. free communication before the start

Generalization of 2p0s games
Team vs Team scenario
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Previous works’ on AGTs rely on the Correlated Plan Polytope

A REPRESENTATIONAL PROBLEM

Introduction

Explicit Representation of a Coordinator prescribing an action for the 
current player

Iterative expansion of the space of strategies of the team [Celli and Gatti 2018, Farina et al 2021]

Junction Tree decomposition of the Correlated Plan polytope
Compact LP formulation on the complete game [Zhang and Sandholm, 2021]

OUR IDEA:

Column Generation on the Correlated Plans polytope
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Coordinator plays Prescriptions = a deterministic action for any possible private state of the player

TEAM PUBLIC INFORMATION representation

≈ Interpretable and Localized plan 
correlation

≠ Ex ante whole plan correlation

Team Public Info

+ 2p0s game + Pruning possibilities
Still Exponentially larger due to NP-Hardness



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - Convergence

We can find a TMEcor using traditional 2p0s techniques 

Experiments



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - Size of Representation

CONCLUSION: we provide a COMPACT and INTERPRETABLE representation

Experiments
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